“Invest Islands Foundation is a great example of what making a serious commitment to
empower your local community looks like. By leveraging the expertise of Invest Islands’
business and combining it with the deep local community links, Invest Islands Foundation
has launched a number of highly innovative and sustainable interventions from health
and education to food security and plastic waste. The team are committed to making real
change in Lombok and, from my experience, they have every chance of succeeding.”
― Rob Campbell Davis
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Organic Plantation
The purpose of Organiika, our 200 square-metre farm
located in Aik Darek, Pancor Dao, Central Lombok, is
to incorporate and encourage sustainable farming on
the island. Every harvest, the plantation provides fresh,
organic produce for the local community. Primarily
catering to restaurants and resorts, we also provide
residents with access to essential staples such as
vegetables, herbs, and spices.

Project Overview
At the very heart of the Invest Islands Foundation is the goal
to positively impact the community. That means promoting
long-term and meaningful change with all those with whom we
work. It is why we donate to charities and social organisations
involved in improving access to education and sustaining
the local environment.

Beach
Cleaning
Torok Bay in South Lombok was quickly identified by Invest Islands as an area where high-end
eco-luxury resorts could be developed, but all while preserving the natural land, re-investing
waste into profit, and accelerating eco-sustainability.
A large part of the population of Torok Raya are women struggling with their
circumstances. Be it homelessness, poverty or a lack of education and family support,
these women are supported by the Bank Sampah Torok Raya, which employs a
selection of around 10 women to collect plastic waste from the nearby beaches.
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Education
Education is essential in changing communities and society
for the better and our aim is to provide quality education
that is available for everyone. Using schools as a hub, we
aim to spread positive movements by hosting a series
of training workshops regarding relatable issues around
Lombok. We built a learning centre that is now used by
students as a workspace and playground. In the future, we
also intend to build an eco-school in the Torok Bay area.

Waste Management
The Saudari Lombok initiative is focused on providing hands-on education for the community
regarding sustainability. We have created a recycling centre that will be able to manage
waste in the neighbourhood at large scales, and we will also run eco-brick workshops to
teach people how to manually turn waste into reusable materials. Notably, Saudari Lombok
is also one of the first, if not the first, female-led social enterprises in South Lombok.

An ECO-brick is created by collecting all
the soft plastics that currently cannot
be recycled in Indonesia and using
them as building blocks. Our proposed
programme will help to generate a
dignified livelihood for locals and a
knowledge base to address the root
cause of plastic pollution in Lombok as
well as the wider region.
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Background

For Invest Islands, a not-for-profit foundation was
a natural step for such an ambitious company that
values corporate social responsibility and directing
cash flow back into the local community. Founders
Kevin Deisser and Jack Brown created the Invest
Islands Foundation in 2019, but the seeds for the
organisation were planted years before.
In the early stages of Invest Islands, the property
brokerage company focused great efforts on
research, studying how recycling and construction
can operate in tandem. The objective was to
implement a strategy where, as well as offering
land, it could also offer solid structures able to be
built on the land with the lowest possible effects on
the environment.
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rice, oil, and vegetables, as well as assistance with
energy bills and other monthly commitments.
Every 500 grams of plastic waste collected can
be compressed to a specific density to create a
brick capable of being used in construction. One
of the first uses of such “eco-bricks” was on Gili
Trawangan, where they were used to build an
exterior wall for Tapaz Bar. This innovative use of
waste was applauded by the local community, who
immediately recognised the joint-benefit of using
their own rubbish while also not having to buy new,
non-recyclable materials.

One of the first tangible implementations of the

Following this success, the company continued to
focus on sustainable initiatives that gave back to
the surrounding communities. This led to the official
creation of the Invest Island Foundation in 2019.

company’s pledge of eco-sustainability was the
development of eco-bricks in Torok Raya through an

Always part of the company’s plan, it allowed Kevin
and Jack to bring in dedicated members of staff to

initiative led by Bank Sampah. The project identified
disadvantaged women from the local community
and invited them to collect plastic waste. For their
efforts they are given essential food items such as

help growth and improve efficiency. Strategic goals
were set and a considerable amount of resources
were made available to ensure the Foundation
could make a meaningful difference.

Two Non-Governmental Organisations that
are currently supported by the Foundation are
Peduli Anak and Lombok Forgotten Children.
Both have had a longstanding positive impact on
local communities by focusing their efforts on
underprivileged youths. One of the Foundation’s
first initiatives after its creation was to assist local
children by helping provide access to education,
wholesome entertainment, and healthcare support.
In 2019, the SDIT Sirajul Muttaqin School in Batu
Bangke, as well as its recreation area and garden,
was built with Foundation money.

Vision

Invest Islands Foundation needed the correct structure and effective decision-making to ensure the
founders’ vision could become a reality. After extensive research and strategic planning, an effective
NGO structure was implemented, sparking the Invest Islands Foundation into life. With a defining
goal to be resourceful and heavily focused on social and environmental challenges that faced local
communities in Lombok, it ultimately aims to positively impact the island.
There are a number of successful initiatives that have helped Invest Islands Foundation make a
difference:
•
•

•
•

The implementation of various beach cleaning projects has provided education, employment,
eco-sustainability, and re-investment opportunities.
The creation of a recycling centre has increased the focus on cleaning the environment, which
has not only provided the community with cleaner beaches but also enabled them to re-use
their own recycled plastics.
A school was founded in Batu Bangke area, providing electricity, books, equipment and the
necessary education that local kids need for the future.
The introduction of organic farming methods has provided safe and healthy food to the
community, while also providing education and employment.

These initiatives are a cornerstone of Invest Islands Foundation and will continue to be a leading focus
in the organisation’s future.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
CHART

The Organisation

SAUDARI
LOMBOK

Organiika provides organic food production, Bank Sampah sorts plastic waste,
and Saudari Lombok recycles the waste into new products such as flower pots,
bowls, baskets, key rings, trays, hair combs, fins, etc.

Masri Asril -

Project Manager

Headed by project manager Masri Asril, the Foundation is based on the strong
belief that it can make positive change within the local community. The team is
made up of both local residents and experienced international philanthropists.

Media Company Berugak Design

Robi Febiriantono Bank Sampah Manager

Adi Putrawan

Wahyu Setiawati Admin and Communication
Officer

Organic Farm
Manager

Zaenudin -

Field Officer
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Illustrated to the left is an organisational chart demonstrating the structure of
the NGO. Under the umbrella of Invest Islands Foundation are three initiatives:
Bank Sampah, Organiika, and Saudari Lombok. Each established brand thrives on
a core business orientation with a strong focus on critical issues.

GOALS TIMELINE

kg/m

3

Launched
2019

Q1.2020

Expand operation
across South
Lombok

Q2.2020

Collect more than
*** kg/m 3

Q3.2020

Accomodate all
sorts of waste

Q4.2020

Establish a second
waste management centre

Launched
2019

Q1.2020

Q2.2020

Provide food supplies
to Tapaz Bar

Community-based
learning centre for
permaculture and
organic agriculture

Q3.2020

Supply trees to
Invest Islands
developments

Q4.2020

Organiika provides organic
food supplies to five-star
resorts in South Lombok

Launched
2019

Q1.2020

Establish strong
business fundamentals

Q2.2020

Increase production
capacity with
additional machines

Q3.2020

Q4.2020

Expand the social
enterprise model
across Lombok

Set up online shop platform
for Saudari Lombok
products
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Our Initiatives

Invest Islands Foundation intends to expand and replicate
a number of our successful initiatives in the near future. The
success demonstrated so far provides confidence to take
the same blueprint to other locations. This will allow the
Foundation to provide more employment opportunities to
Indonesians, contribute towards educational reforms, promote
eco-sustainability, and build a stronger Foundation.
We particularly intend to replicate initiatives such as the
Bank Sampah project across various locations in Indonesia.
This will reinforce the organisation’s social responsibilities by
providing local Indonesian women with daily essentials while
simultaneously reducing plastic waste.
Interlinking with Bank Sampah, the Saudari Lombok project will
continue to focus on reducing plastic waste in the area. The
project will continue to recycle various types of plastic back
into businesses and the community while at the same time
generating funds to assist with the creation of more recycling
centres.
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The Foundation will continue to provide improved access
to education through the Batu Bangke School project. By
linking with external partners for resources and providing new
locations for educational facilities, the Foundation will enable
the children of the future to gain a better education.
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ORGANIIKA
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Mataram
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Desert Point
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Secret Gili
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Lembar
Harbour

Lombok
International
Airport

A final focus of the strategic goals for the organisation is the
ongoing Organiika initiative. This recent yet thriving initiative
has provided a source of organic farming for the community.
The aim is to educate farmers for future sustainability,
reduce the waste output from traditional farming methods,
and produce natural, healthy produce with increased health
benefits.
With the focus on providing to the community, promoting ecosustainability, increasing access to education, and reducing
waste, Invest Islands Foundation hopes to transform the way
local businesses operate.
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Educational Project

Education is a fundamental factor for progression
in human life and should be accessible to every
individual across the world. By having access to
education, a person can develop the necessary
skills for life and progression into a career. In
addition to this, education opens paths, raises
awareness about issues in the world, and increases
self-awareness.
Access to education is a cause for concern in
Indonesia and this is heightened within rural and
remote locations. There are many factors for. One
of the primary factors is a lack of school facilities.
Some of the nearest school locations can be too
far or expensive for students to travel to which
limits their access to education. Another issue is
the lack of qualified teachers; even if there were
educational facilities available, they would not
be used due to this issue. Finally, there is also a
restrictive issue in terms of access, where there
are no suitable roads that lead to educational
facilities. Each of these factors contribute to a lack
of educational access for individuals. These issues
are prominent in Indonesia and became a focus of
Kevin, the founder of Invest Islands Foundation.
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Kevin came across a dilapidated school that was
still being used for educational purposes. The
school had no adequate flooring, being made
instead of dirt and mud. Desks and chairs were
broken. Not only were the conditions terrible,
but so were the educational standards. A six-year
programme was best by limited study resources
and a lack of qualified teachers — and this was
only to gain a very basic early level education. As a
result of this chance encounter, Kevin funded the
reconstruction of the school of Batu Bangke, which
was completed in 2019.
The Foundation believes a quality education
must be at the forefront of any community in any
location. The school was resultantly redeveloped
to a far higher standard. One of the main focus
points for this rebuild project was to support the
use of technology, which involved a basic principle
of installing electricity into the facility.
The Batu Bangke project involved seeking
partnerships with other organisations in order
to ensure necessary educational supplies were
present in the facility.

Prospective
Beneficiaries

Educational Initiatives

Children/
Students

Teachers

Parents

BloomBooks was a key partner in this project
ensuring that the school was provided with a
variety of educational books, computers, and
essential supplies.
The Batu Bangke project was primarily introduced
to support education empowerment in the
community. By providing increased access to
education and higher quality equipment, the hope
is that students, parents, and even teaching staff
will benefit from education and employment. The
aim is to provide a future to children that perhaps
didn’t even realise a future existed. Due to the

standards of education and accessibility in the country, parents and grandparents of the children were not enrolled in
an effective educational curriculum and this would pass on to the children too unless this initiative was put into place.
With the new school project of Batu Bangke and a better educational environment, there is a hope that the children of
Indonesia will benefit from more employment opportunities in the future.
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Beach Cleaning Project

The Bank Sampah Torok Raya marked a milestone
for the Foundation, and for Invest Islands itself.
Through female empowerment, education, and
dedication, there is no doubt that a further
milestone goal can be achieved.
The area of Torok Bay, a focus area for many of
Invest Islands’ projects, is the idyllic location of the
initiative, which was launched in early 2019. The
area, with its picturesque surroundings, is a prime
location for investment and sustainable real estate
development. This year is expected to see a small
group of eco-luxury developments in Torok Bay
near completion.
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The main tasks for the local women are to work
in teams of five collecting waste on Torok Beach.
This waste is then transported to a recycling centre
where it is separated and categorised. The raw
material is then recycled by Saudari Lombok, who
use it to create new products such as flower pots,
bowls, baskets, key rings, trays, hair combs or fins,
promoting eco-sustainability.

The Bank Sampah initiative focuses on the
collection of waste, which is then incorporated into
new products for the market. In Torok Raya, a large
part of the female population are struggling with
their circumstances. Be it homelessness, poverty

There are a range of factors to consider when
employing the waste collectors of Torok Raya.
These factors must align with the Foundation’s
vision and strategy, but one of the requirements
is that they should be female. This promotes an
inclusive environment and coincides with the ethics
and gender equality vision of the Foundation. A
unique reward system is implemented for the
workers that focuses on essentials rather than
monetary value. These rewards can include but
are not limited to foods such as rice, vegetables,

or a lack of education and family support, these

and eggs; paying electricity bills; and occasionally

women are supported by the initiative, which
employs them as waste collectors.

financial support. The strategy is to avoid providing
money to individuals and rather provide goods and
services that can help sustain an entire family.

Prospective
Beneficiaries

Beach Cleaning

Local Women

Local
Community

Environment

Tourists

The Foundation implemented the first on-site
initiative of the Bank Sampah Torok Raya to
provide the most effective, practical, and beneficial
solution to plastic pollution in the area. The
cornerstone of this project has defined targets to
exponentially expand into other locations. Similar
clean-up projects will launch across South Lombok
in 2020. Bank Sampah provides raw plastic
material to Saudari Lombok, which in turn recycles
the waste into new products that can then be sold
the local community.
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Women-led Social Enterprise

The Saudari Lombok project is one of the first, if
not the first, female-run social enterprises in South
Lombok. The ideology and practices of this initiative
were conceived of by Professor Muhammad Yunus,
the Nobel Peace Prize winner.
Yunus pursued a strong belief that financial credit
was a human right and should not be restricted in
low-income nations. This led to him establishing
the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh in 1983. The
main focus and theoretical practices behind this
were to ensure that poor individuals could receive
loans that were realistic and had no interest. The
motive was simple, to teach individuals how to
sustain and manage finances to avoid seeking
future loans, with the focus on micro-lending and
the eradication of poverty. This movement turned
the focus on to the female population with the
rationale and evidence that loans provided to the
women were used more effectively.
Rather than squander the loans, the women had
more of an economical and sustainable mindset
20

where they would invest in seeds and chickens to
provide for their families and sell the food. This
meant that the women were not only able to repay
their loans effectively, but they were also able to
create a sustainable business that provided for
themselves and aided in the eradication of poverty.
The Saudari Lombok project incorporates
those same beliefs and vision into providing
empowerment to women by expanding social
enterprises throughout Lombok. The location of
the HQ for this project is in Torok Bay, which is in
close proximity to the Invest Islands Beach Resort
that is currently under production. The initiative
will focus on the recycling of plastic from Bank
Sampah Torok Raya via generic sorting processes.

Prospective
Beneficiaries

Women-led Social Enterprise

Local
Community

The recycling process follows a process that
involves turning the waste plastic into a new,
usable material. Firstly, the plastic is shredded
and refined. Then it is melted and implemented
into moulds, which allow for the creation of new
products. Finally, the outcome of this recycling
process is new products such as surf fins, pots, and

Consumers

Environment

Workers

Bank Sampah

various furniture items. The finished product will be focusing on both the B2C and B2B markets to maximise revenue.
The net profit from all products sold through the recycling centre are reinvested into the project, with the focus on
sustainability and eventually expansion to other locations.
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The Four Stages of the Recycling Project

1) Sorting
Sorting of the materials is essential when it comes to the recycling
process and will determine the product outcome. The plastic is
sorted into seven variations as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PET or PETE
HDPE
PVC
LDPE
PP
PS
Other

The first five types of plastic are progressed onto the stage of
shredding whereas 6 and 7 are used to generate eco-bricks.

2) Shredding
The five types of plastic from the sorting stage are then transferred
onto the shredding stage. Here the powerful machine will shred up
to 30kg of plastic waste per hour, which can generate an effective
work-flow. The plastic flakes from this shredding will be used to
produce new items that will be sold on.

3) Moulding
Following the shredding process, the flakes of plastic are placed
into shaped moulds, which determine their outcome. The moulds
are then placed inside the compression machine and heat melts
the plastic, remoulding it into the new shape. This stage of the
recycling process generally takes around one hour.

4) Exhibiting
There are two outcomes with the products that are sold from
the recycling process. The first outcome involves PET, PETE and
HDPE which are sold directly to buyers. The second outcome is
the products made from types 3, 4 and 5 of the plastic; some of
the main products that are produced here are garbage bins, plant
pots, bowls, clipboards, and key-rings. These products are then
sold to hotels, resorts, and retail outlets.
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Recycling Sorting
The plastics are sorted into their seven different types: (1) PET or PETE, (2)
HDPE, (3) PVC, (4) LDPE, (5) PP, (6) PS and (7) Other. The first five types
move to the next process of shredding. Types 6 and 7 are used to make
eco-bricks.

Plastic Shredder
Plastics are shredded into flakes which can be used to make new products.
Our shredding machine can shred up to 30 kg of plastic waste per hour,
depending on the type of plastic.

Plastic Compression
At this stage, the plastic flakes are turned into other products. The flakes
are placed into molds of the desired shape. The filled mold is put inside
the compression machine. The machine heats the plastic, so it melts and
molds to the desired shape. The compression process takes about an
hour to produce one new product.

Product Portfolio
The products produced at Bank Sampah Torok Raya have two main forms.
First, plastic flakes, usually of types 1 and 2, are sold directly to buyers.
Second, plastic products like garbage bins, plant pots, bowls, clipboards and
keyrings, made with types 3, 4 or 5, are sold to hotels and retail outlets.

Invest Islands Resort

Online
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Retail

Machines

Products
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Organic Plantation

Organiika is located in Aik Darek in Central Lombok
and is an organic farm that focuses on community
infrastructure. The farm was established in early
2019 and has been thriving ever since. The
purpose of this organic farm is to incorporate
and encourage sustainable farming, which in turn
can produce fresh, organic, and natural products.
Included in the harvest can be fruits, vegetables,
herbs, and spices. Each of the products that are
organically grown here are primarily used to
supply the surrounding restaurants and resorts.
This project focuses on promoting organic farming
and sustainability to the local community. This is
done by providing a learning centre that distributes
knowledge of permaculture and the most effective
methods in organic agriculture to date.
There are many locations in the area that produce
foods through conventional agricultural methods.
Although this may be considered the cheaper
direction in farming, it often has a negative effect
on independent farmers by reducing available
land and increasing waste. Aside from this issue,
conventional farming uses pesticides and various
other chemicals on their crops. This can pose a
26

serious risk to health when consumed long-term.
These chemicals can also be damaging to the
environment. As a result of these negative factors,
Invest Islands Foundation introduced Organiika to
provide a sustainable and organic farming method
in the area.
When developing Organiika, there were many
important factors to take into consideration. In
order to achieve the main target of sustainability
for the farm, it was vital that absolutely no chemical
fertilisers or pesticides are used. Instead, the
farm uses environmentally safe methods of pest
control. This is done through natural methods that
repel the bugs without leaving harmful chemicals
behind. Producing a natural fertiliser is achieved
through worm composting and completes the
environmentally sustainable maintenance of the
farm. Throughout this process, the principles and
methodology of permaculture are implemented
to avoid producing any waste from the farm.
The target is to create a permanent food supply
through the continuation and expansion of these
farming methods.

Prospective
Beneficiaries

Organic Farm

Local
Farmers

Tapaz Bar
Gili Trawangan

Beach Resorts
South Lombok

Surrounding
Environment

There is also a long-term focus that ensures
that local farmers are employed, in addition
to providing the necessary education on ecosustainable farming. Learning these techniques
will have a profound effect in years to come and
these valuable skills can be passed down through
generations to promote continuous sustainability.
There is a belief that through this continued focus
on education, awareness of the harmful effects of
conventional farming compared to organic farms
will increase.
27

Invest Islands Foundation

ORGANIC PLANTATION
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TREE PLANTATION
South Lombok has suffered from extensive deforestation through years of cutting for timber and slash and burn
hillside agriculture. This means that most development sites for the emerging tourism industry are severely degraded
and require extensive re-greening.
Our team at Organiika farm has created a nursery space to produce 2000 trees to replant on development sites in
South Lombok during the 2020 rainy season and beyond.

Tree Selection
and Sourcing
The focus is on hardy trees that provide shade, protect
soil from erosion and help to bring back the natural
beauty and the wildlife of South Lombok. Seeds are
collected from similar areas to the planting site so that
the trees grown are appropriate to the local environment
.

Establishment
Phase
In the first year, the trees need care and attention to
ensure a good survival rate. To account for some
losses during the long dry season, more trees are
planted than are needed. The first year is the hardest
for the trees, but after they survive one dry season
their roots have already grown deep enough to
sustain their future growth.

Where possible, the choice of species is based on the
native trees of the area and also the planting of multiple
purpose trees that create benefits for the land, the
wildlife, and the people. There is a mix of trees for soil
building, for bees and birds, as well as fruit trees that can
later provide harvests.

Transport
and Planting
Nursery Phase
0 - 6 Months
In the Nursery, the trees are given special care and organic fertilisers with
specialised microbes to create healthy planting stocks. The advantage of
growing at Organiika farm is the abundant water and mild climate that is
perfect for young trees.
We use modern organic methods of seedling production that focuses on
a strong and sturdy seedling with excellent roots that is ready to be
planted into the more challenging environment in South Lombok.

Once they have grown strong enough, the trees are
transported to the planting site in South Lombok where
they = acclimatise to the local conditions for a week
before planting. Planting is done at the beginning of the
rainy season, so the trees have a long enough time to
establish. They are also given additional organic
fertilisers as compost to help their growth.
The planting activity is undertaken by local farmers who
are paid for their work. This is a welcomed activity for the
local community as it employs many people in an area of
high unemployment. Both men and women participate in
the planting phase and it is an opportunity to educate
people in the importance of trees.

Benefits
Trees provide many benefits for the landscape and beyond. They shade and
cool the landscape, protect and build soils, help water recharge to the wells and
springs, and support wildlife biodiversity. Trees also create resources for people
and animals including food, timber, craft material, spices, and medicinal
products. In a landscape that has lost its trees, the replanting of these trees
helps ensure a sustainable future.
Trees also capture many tonnes of carbon in their wood and in the soil that
helps offset the emissions from the development construction. When we use a
sack of cement, we release about 50kg of carbon into the atmosphere, so we
need to plant trees to take that back out and store it in wood and soil organic
matter in order to achieve carbon neutrality.
The cooling effect of trees also reduces the need for sustained electricity use. A
mature tree can, for example, have the cooling effect of 20 air-conditioner units.
Shading the landscape helps increase the comfort levels and reduce the energy
consumption of adjacent buildings.
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Conclusion

Invest Islands Foundation is a non-profit organization whose success is effectively driven by focused, dedicated, and task-orientated individuals. Each of these individuals follows
the same vision and determination to bring effective changes to the Lombok community. In the process of achieving this vision, the strategy will project an extended focus on
dealing with key environmental issues with pro-activity and innovation. The structure of the additional NGOs within the Foundation is primarily centred around fundamental
issues. The introduction of new ventures and business models are overseen by the expertise and analysis of our NGOs. Each venture and target of the Foundation is carefully
focused on strategic planning, with the intention to produce benefits at every direction.
Each NGO of Invest Islands Foundation is fundamental to the local community and the future. The importance of these NGOs is to provide local communication and assist in the
distribution of resources in locations where there are no other existing organisations. By seeking partnerships with other NGOs, these organisations can provide fundamentals
where the Government falls short. With a strong focus on “local” factors in the organisations, there can be more involvement in local actions and decisions. Each NGO can adapt to
the local environment and community to provide the best support to each local individual’s needs. Compared to the government there are fewer restrictions in place on employees,
allowing each organisation to recruit exceptional individuals. For these reasons, the Foundation can identify more opportunities regardless of the risk involved. Helping the local
community in underdeveloped locations is essential to providing individuals with a reason to believe in the future for the sake of this generation and those to come.
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